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Abstract

A U.S. Army peacekeeping task force that was recently deployed from

Germany to provide medical support to United Nations forces in the former

Yugoslavia exemplifies the new trend toward small, specially-configured units

involved in U.N. sponsored peacekeeping operations. One consequence of

drawing soldiers from units across a wide geographic area is that family

members are left similarly scattered. Using both survey and interview

methods, we identified variables associated with healthy adjuwtment of family

"members and communities. Personal variables associa& with adjustment

included Scf-co A coping skills, and social support while organizaional

variables included community responsiveness and proactive ooperation. Thes

Wfiadigs provide direefions for those coac ed with ensing healthy adaotatiou

of military families to future pcce g deployents.
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Family Stress and Adjustment During a Peacekeeping Deployment

In the spring of 1993, a U.S. peacekeeping medical task force was

deployed from Germany to Camp Pleso, located outside of Zagreb, Croatia, in

support of Operation Provide Promise, a United Nations' peacekeeping

operation in the former Yugoslavia. This newly constituted task force drew

soldiers from a wide geographical area and exemplifies the trend toward

specially-configured units that support United Nations-sponsored peacekeeping

oPerations. One consequence of drawing soldiers from a wide area is that

family members are left similarly scattered which has an impact on the support

families recive. The deployment to Croatia provided the opportunity to

=xmine aszpe of individual and community responses and how they relate to

successful adjustmnt.

Dctoymit h been previ6tsly found to be associated with increased

emotional difficulies for spos (Nice, 1993; S.gal & Harris, 1993) as well

as with opotunities fo personal growth (Bartonc, Harris, Sgal, & Segal,

1993). Interviews with Army wives whose husbaids were deployed as part of

a pceeepn force in the Sinai found a diversity of individual adaptation

.. .. .rtoae al., 1993), Organizational climate has also been found to relate to

psychlogical adjusm t. Survey research on family adjustment during
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Operation Desert Shield/Storm concluded that organizational climate and

resources are related to psychological well-being and symptomatology (Rosen,

Teitelbaum, & Westhuis, 1993).

The purpose of the present study was (1) to assess the impact of a 6-month

peacekeeping deployment on family members, (2) to identify the strategies used

by different communities in providing support, and (3) to assess the relative

effectiveness of such strategies.

Method

Mid-way through the 6-month deployment, a stratified random sample of

45 of the 126 spos was selected for in-depth interviews. Five decfined

because of time consraints and one was not interested (a respons rate of

88%). The intoview sample osisted of 92% wonen, 26% of the spous

were eithed active or forWter active duty, and 74% had children. There was a

diversity of eteic backgrounds, military specialties, and ranks reptre.nted.

TIh sampling strategy insured adequate reprcsentation of members from the

two largest affecte communities (II from community A, 11 from community

B), as well as spouses who were among the only ones in their communities to

be affecte by the deployment (17 outdies). Interview topics included
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background information, feelings about the deployment, stressors, adjustments,

the rear detachment, and family support services. Informal observations of

community activities and interviews with key leaders were also conducted.

A survey was mailed to 126 spouses, and 66 (52%) were completed and

returned. The survey sample was similar to the interview sample. There

waeo 91 % women, 33 % of respondents had a current or former service

history, and 71 had children, There was a diversity of backgrounds

represted in the sample. An effort was made to gather data from the two

larger affected communities (6 from com=Wty A, 24 from community B), as

well as from those spouses who we~re among the only ones in their

comuwunities affeted by the deploymant (35 outliers). Besides demographic

inforuaoo, t&c survey inchudea a gaenral symptom scale (lBartone, Ursano,

Wright, & Ingraham, 1989); a wellbeaing scale (Bradbhmu, 1969); and a short

form of the Center for Epidemiologic St. " *x o Scale (CF.S-D; Easel,

1986). Tie survey also included stress and coping indicators conisting of a

list of stmrors, soc supports, and hoa coming issue.
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Results

Interiew,

Results from the interviews indicate that families were experiencing a loss

of social, emotional and parenting support. They were particularly frustrated

by what many perceived as a lack of acknowledgment of their situation both

from the rear detachments in their communities and from the media. In

addition, several spouses mpsized that although they appeared to be high

wfctioning individuals, they were also experencing significant difficulties,

•For exanple, while dual military couples acknowledged having certain

advantages in kowing th military system, they reportd that peple expected

d=em to adjust easily to thM deployment, even tiogh they were indeed having

diffu!iies.

At tie organizadonal level,'certain thees were apparent in the resposes

from tk intearviews. The reJaive sucoc of rear detachments in providing

support varied with locatioW. Communities that were experiencing the

drawdown appewrd to be less successful in providing consistent and

.. isctory uqport In addition, some families in outlying areas rec.ived no

ot very limited contact related to family suppor services.
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Among spouses in the large community slated for closure (community B),

there was dissatisfaction with the support groups, which were primarily run by

military personnel. There was also a sense that their special situation was not

adequately acknowledged by the rear detachment. This rear detachment was

experiencing both the stress of closing down a hospital, and structural

confusion as to who was responsible for the families of deployed soldiers. Part

of the problem was clearly related to the fact that only one-third of the

community's hospital staff was involved in the deploymcit.

In comparison, community A, which had a smaller but sizeable number of

affed spouses, developed an active partnership between the rear doachment

and poouses. This cooperadon was initiated by the rcar dtchnmeat and was

planmnd prior to. the actual dqpoym Lt. Spouses in this group repotc-d general

saisftion with a"d an appreciýion for the support provided by the rear

dament. The Spouses specifically mratiomed satisfaction with tle emotional

spport provided by the family-run support group, and the sense that the rear

dachment would try to help em if needed.

Among spuest from the "outlying- arm, satisfaction with organizational

servce depeded on the individual initiatives of deployed soldiers' units. The

majority of outlier spouses, however, report receiving little or no support.
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Lack of information and clear organizational structure compounded the

difficulties in meeting the support needs of families.

The success of family support services in a given community seemed to

depend on a combination of military and family initiatives. A lack of clear

role identification and communication among the various rear detachments,

however, compounded the difficulty in providing effective support. The

impoUanice of providing both informational support and emotional support in

the family support group meetings was cited frequently.

Survey results were cosistet with the results from the inteiew data.
R one ts varied in her perception of community responsivne depeiding

on location (Figure 1). Respondents from more supporve commu.nifies

reported fewer sy"poIn of dcjcssion (Figure 2).

Insert Figurc I About Here
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Insert Figure 2 About Here

Survey results also identified that spouses had the most concerns about

safety of the deployed spouse and uncertainty about the future of the deployed

soldier's unit. Psychological symptoms were significantly related to concerns

about being alone, boredot, financial problems, safety concerns, the

sepuation it=lf and marital problems (Table 1). As expected, total stress

scores were significantly correlated with total number of psychological

symptows (E .51, g < .001), CES-D sc• re =,59, V < .001), and

negafivc well-b4ing (j 59, 1 < .001). Common psychological symptoms

"WiOclWed feoling lonely aid isolatd (repoted by 66.7%), as well as being

overwhelmod by the aeomnds oif de facto single parenthood (reportrd as at las

"a wodratc c4ac .by 31.9% of ahose with cLildren). Spouss also reported

experiencing distess symptonm such as ,,leing problems (reported by

57.6%), apei, loss (36.4%), and impatience (reported by 89.4%).

Inbmrt Table I About Here
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In terms of coping, a majority reported getting along better than expected

(75%), learning new things (66%), and becoming more independent (57%).

Almost half (47%) reported that the separation was good for their marriage. A

significant minority reported visiting their spouse in Croatia (11%), while 8%

moved back to the U.S. during the deployment.

In terms of social supports, 94% reported having someone to listen to them

when they needed to talk. In contrast, 12% reported not having someone

available to give advice, and 17% reported not having someone available to

give information. Having such supports were associated with a significantly

lower number of symptoms as measured by the Symptom Scale, E(2, 62)

3.51, u < .05, and E(2, 61) - 3.81, V <.03, respectively.

About half of the respondents (52%) reported atteading informaaonal

Mwetings and 25% reported receving emotional support from family support

g-foup (FSG) mmbers. The three most common reasons for rot atteding an

FSG meeting was "disgane," "that it was enough to know the FSG was there,"

aid "it conflicted with work." Still, most r spondctns (94%) reccived and

liked the nawslettr tiat was dcvclope for the benefit of all famiily nw~mbers

by the spouses from community A with dhe help of that community's rear

dechmenrt.

Discussion

The resuits from the interview and survey data highlight several areas that

CM be tddresd in futur dcploynmets (Figure 3). Given that the stressors

Ms of repouted by family members related to a conczrn about safety ard
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job uncertainty, appropriate and immediate feedback would help alleviate fears,

contain rumors and provide informational support structures. Developing an

Chain of Concern is part of that effort but as was evident in the interviews, a

Chain requires an effective rear detachment. The rear detachment needs, in

turn, to be coordinated with other rear detachments so that boundaries can be

respected and efforts streamlined. At a minimum family members should be

clear about who their rear detachment is and whom they should approach in the

event of a problem. This coordination was not consistently done in the case of

the task force deployment.

hWsert Figure 3 About Here

In addition, spouses who report boredom, feeling troubled about the

deploymnit, and about financial problems can be target•d as particularly at risk

for stress symptoms. Traditionally, junior calistcd families have also been

identified as the group most at risk for difficulty with deploymcnt-tlatai.

Stress. This was confirned in the survey data but the results from the

interview clearly emphasze the impormae of not overlooking those who

would traditionally be expected to cop well. Tri importance of having the

expene1we acknowledged and validated by those aroutd thvem and by the unit

or rear detadihmt was explicitly repeated across conmmunities and would be

significant rcgrdless of how sumeone appears to be coping.
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Besides identifying individuals at risk, characteristics of communities most

at risk were also identified. Some communities met family support needs

better than others, and this has direct implications for individual

symptomatology. Outlying communities, in particular, may have difficulty

meeting the family support needs of individuals. FSGs are important in family

support planning, but given the problems of distance, alternative methods of

support may need to be developed. For example, the use of phone contact

across much of Germany was highly effective for those who lived in outlying

communities. This contact occurred because of the individual effort and

initiative of the task force commander's wife, hence it was not an

institutionalized intervention. A formal designation of such a person would

help insure that this role is not overlooked in the future. In addition, this

volunteer needs to be fully supported by the rear detachment. The newsletter

is another creative solution to the problem of a large geographical area

impeding family support. Part of the success of community A's newsletter was

that it provided an informal and social look at life at Camp Pleso; gave the

commandar a forum through which he could reach the families directly; and

helped to connect family members from different communities. Another way

to address the family support needs of outlying communities would be to rotate

locations of FSGs or use mobile leaders who can bring the family support

initiative with them.

The deployment to Zagreb created several new challenges for rear

detachmnts. A large proportion of the deployed soldiers was able to take
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leave back in Germany, and many spouses alwo visited the deployment site

itself. Mid-deployment contact was overwhelaningly viewed positively but was

not without conflict. Educating family members and soldiers about what to

expect from mid-deployment visits could help them keep their expectations in

check.

Incre,.singly, families are expected to face the many stressors associated

with U.N. peacekeeping deployments: both the stressors associated with any

long-term separation, as weil as those stressors associated with a unit that is

potentially drawn together from a widely scattered area, especially when that

are is mo• in the condnenW United Statas. The results from this study identify

personal variables associated with adjustment, stressors associated with

symptomatology, and organizational variables associated with community

responsiveness. These findings provide directions for those concermnd with

facilitating healthy adaptation of military families affected by future

peaekeeping and/or humanitarian assistmance missions.
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Table 1
Stressors Correlated with Symptomatology

Self-report Symptomatology'

Stressors Symptom Scale CES-D'

Concerns about being alone .61 .67 **

Boredom .60 .66 *

Financial Problems .56 * .48 **

Trouble handling separation from spouse .50 ** .58 **

News reports about trouble in former Yugoslavia .44 * .43 *

Personal health problems .43 * .33 *

Concerns about my spouse's safety .35 * .41 *

Marital problems .32 .27

Concers about my own/family's safety .31 .38 *

Getting daily h•osehold tasks done .31* .36*

Children .31 .17

Concerns about infidelity .30* .26

Uncertainty about what the mission is .22 .30 *

Problems with my spouse's unit leadership .09 .31 *

The rear detwhnmt .19 .33*

19-=66.
teneral symptom scale.
IShort form of Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale.
*R <.O1.
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"Figure 3
Recommendations for Family Support During Peacekeping Deployments

I. Coordinate suppQrt for families

a. Got mailing list during pre-deployment training activities..

b. Assign Family Support Coordinator at Task Force level to oversee services.

c. Make sure that spouses know who is responsible for family support and to whom
they can go in case of problems.

IL Address FamilySupport Group Needs
a. Start early, use pre-established structure where possible.

b. Respond to social-emotional needs, not just informational needs.

c. Receive active support from rear detachment.

d. Facilitate grassroots efforts for outliers and newly attached, don't ignore
units that se *fine."

e. Address lack of family support group participation through active outreach via
alternative efforts (phone contact, newsletters, rotating locations of support meetings,
having a mobile support leader).

f. Given the amount of travkling families do, consider helping with travel
arrangements, keeping track of travel for the Chain of Concern, and integrating mid-
deployment visits with spouses into reunion education.

lII. Address Stressors of Most Concern
a. Safety issues: emphasize providing accurate information on mission, develop
effective telephone tree, respond to media reports.

b. Unit uncertainty/changes: emp'hasize providing timely information, make sure
spouses are not cut off from information provided by the deployed soldier's unit.

c. Identify people at risk for adjustment problems including those who are bored,
feeling troubled about the separation i,,elf, experiencing financial problems, and
spouses of junior enlisted soldiers.


